
Life in a Poor 

Neighbourhood 

A five-year-old boy in a 

ripped coat and dirty 

trousers hammered on the 

front door of his council 

estate flat at 11pm last 

Wednesday. 'Come on, you 

smackheads,' he shouted to 

his parents inside. 'I know 

what you're doing.'  

By the boy's feet sat a plastic 

bag with bread and milk. The 

only shop open at that time is 

on the opposite side of a 

busy motorway, a 15-minute 

walk away. According to 

neighbours, it is a journey 

the child regularly makes on 

his own.  

'Unless someone rescues that 

wee kiddie and gives him a 

second chance, he's doomed,' 

said Jean, who has lived on 

the Clyde Court housing 

estate in Leeds for 17 years. 

She is too scared of her 

neighbours to give her full 

name.  

On an estate where 

deprivation and violence are 

commonplace, the boy's 

bleak, hopeless life is the 

norm and, if he takes his 

ambitions from those around 

him, his life chances are near 

to zero.  

In a few years he could seek 

to emulate Steven Gedge, a 

12-year-old local boy recently 

arrested for the fifty-fifth 

time. He has already been 

given up for lost by his 

mother, his school and the 

local council. Steven in turn 

has little to model his life on 

except the family living 

around the corner, three of 

whose four children are 

heroin addicts including the 

youngest, who had an 

abortion two years ago when 

she was 11.  

The only child in this family 

not using heroin is a 16-year-

old girl who had a child last 

year with a local lad. The 

baby has never seen its 

father: he was arrested for 

drug dealing before his son's 

birth. Two weeks ago, the 

local newsagent was robbed 

by a 14-year-old boy high on 

drugs, wielding a butcher's 

knife and a plank of wood 

spiked with nails. The local 

church has barricaded its 

windows and surrounded 

itself with razor wire.  

Looming at the heart of the 

estate is the residents' apex 

of fear: the 16-floor Clyde 

Court tower block where 

bloodied tissues lie in pools 

of urine and tinfoil stained 

with crack drifts around the 

stairwell like autumn leaves. 



The block is a favourite with 

local youths, who have 

stripped it of every piece of 

metal down to the lift call 

buttons. They attach used 

syringes with their needles 

exposed to the underside of 

the banisters, and throw 

shopping trollies from the 

roof heedless of anyone 

walking below.  

Clyde Court is a terrible place 

to live. Over the past decade, 

employment growth in Leeds 

has been three times the 

regional average but, in the 

underworld of Clyde Court, 

daily life is still raw with 

social deprivation. The lives 

of Steven Gedge and his ilk 

are far from unusual: there 

are thousands of people 

across Britain eking out lives 

similarly marked by long 

term unemployment, 

sickness, violence and poor 

schooling.  

There are around six million 

people living on council 

estates in Britain, many in 

properties that are rundown, 

isolated and abandoned. 

Street robbery and gun crime 

has risen, while Clyde Court 

residents say they have yet to 

see the benefits of the much-

vaunted Anti-Social Behaviour 

Orders (Asbos). 

The much-vaunted Asbos 

have made things worse, 

those on the ground say, by 

enhancing criminals' sense of 

being outside the law.  

'There is a local gang of 20 

boys who blow up cars with 

firecrackers or slash tyres 

with knives right in front of 

the neighbours, in broad 

daylight,' said Jean. 'These 

boys, some just 14 years old, 

don't even bother to run away 

any more.  

The picture in Leeds is grim 

but by no means unusual. 

'There's a new social class 

now that's growing up from 

underneath all the others,' 

said Karen Law, from 

Sheffield's Manor estate. 'It's 

the underclass. They're 

today's teenagers and they 

have no future.'  

Despite the government 

housing schemes and the new 

antisocial behaviour orders, 

the problem faced by these 

communities can be summed 

up in a single word: poverty.  

Poverty of income, poverty of 

opportunity and poverty of 

expectation. A failure of 

government has led to the 

creation of these no-go areas 

which the law struggles to 

contain and the Government 

fails to acknowledge.  



Two weeks ago, a group of 

men in their 40s from Clyde 

Court finally lost patience. 

They collected together 

baseball bats and bought 

some masks. Then they 

waited until darkness and 

went out to find the boy of 

17 who had led the latest 

swathe of neighbourhood 

violence. 'We didn't find him 

because he was already in the 

back of a police car,' said one, 

who refused to be identified. 

'But we smashed all the 

windows of his mother's 

house instead, to serve her 

right for bringing him into 

the world,' he added.  

'There's nothing for kids from 

our background who can't or 

don't go to university,' said 

Terry George, whose family 

has lived on south London 

council estates for 

generations. 'When I left 

school, I went on a scheme to 

be a welder and had a job 

within six months. My sons 

have been on scheme after 

scheme, and there's never a 

job at the end,' he said.  

That son is 24-year-old John. 

He has been a heroin addict 

since he was 13, when his 

older cousin came to stay to 

try to break his own 

addiction. He ended up 

sharing it instead with John. 

'I came from a lovely family, 

it wasn't their fault that I've 

turned out like have,' John 

says now. 

Poverty 

· Three times more UK 

children fall beneath the 

poverty threshold than in 

1970.  

· While the top tenth of the 

population had pay rises 

averaging 7.3 per cent last 

year, the bottom tenth got 

4.5 per cent - and this on a 

base wage lower, in real 

terms, than 30 years ago.  

Crime 

· 1 per cent of the population 

suffers 59 per cent of all 

violent crime.  

· Most criminals commit their 

offences within 1.8 miles of 

their front door: they rob 

their neighbours. 

· A lone 18-year-old woman 

with a child is more than five 

times more likely than the 

average victim to suffer from 

crime.  

Homes 

· Almost 6 million people - 

just over 10 per cent of the 

population - live in Britain's 

2.9 million council homes.  


